ATTENTION ALL VARSITY AND VENTURING SCOUTS

Operation “ON-TARGET” WORKSHOP

DATE: 10 JUNE 2017
PLACE: 5900 Grand Ave, RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
TIME: 8 AM TO NOON

This workshop will help prepare your Unit for the upcoming Operation “On-Target” activities.

The topics that will be covered during the workshop:

- Why Signal Mirrors
- Importance of aiming
- History of mirror signaling
- Signal Mirror History
- How Signal Mirrors Work
- Making Your Team Signal Mirrors
- Using Signal Mirrors (Practice)
- Peak Selection
- Making Contact
- Logging Signal Mirror Contacts

Part of this workshop will be making signal mirrors, so bring your Team’s mirrors.

“We will have materials to make a 2’X2’ unit signal mirror”.

You will find Operation “On-Target” in Varsity Team Program Features Volume II

Contact: Ron Herbert, On-Target Chairman. Phone: (951) 685-6556 or Gavin Christen (951)682-4380 Email: gavinchristen@att.net

Sign up by May 31, 2017

Mail to Gavin Christen 3025 Kathleen St, Riverside, Ca 92506-4338 or email

Unit Number: _____________________ Sponsor: _________________________
Unit Leader: _______________________________________________________
E-mail:  _____________________________ ______________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________
Phone: Day (       ) ____________________________ Evening (       ) _____________
How many will be involved? Youth: ________ Adults: ________ Total: ____________